Bonuses Extempore

WP Youtube Leads Plugin
With this plugin you can enhance the user engagement of your Youtube videos
and increase your mailing list.
Integrate any YouTube video and start converting right away. Use the timestamps with the video to maximize interest and action.

Video Marketing Profit Kit
Pictures may be worth a thousand words but videos are worth thousands of
pictures... and more!With video, you can pack a tremendous amount of verbal
and non-verbal signals.
In other words, video is able to put a face to your brand and make your brand talk
to the needs, fears, hopes, and aspirations of your prospective customers.
Sadly, too many marketers do video marketing WRONG!

WP Mobile Coupon Plugin
Grow your clients business and Facebook fans with creating viral coupons!
With this plugin you can create coupons you can print to give to offline customers
with a QR code to share the coupon on Facebook.
Easily create a mobile landing page where you can reveal a coupon code once
they share the coupon on Facebook.

Modern Instagram Marketing
When it comes to actual daily usage, Instagram leaves other larger platforms in
the dust. People not only use it every single day, but they keep coming back. In
fact, a lot of people check their Instagram feed every few hours.
As long as a niche is photo or video-friendly or graphically intensive, there is an
audience on Instagram for that niche.
Instagram presents a massive traffic opportunity for marketers.

Modern Video Marketing
Video has always been around. In fact, its marketing potential has always been
apparent to a lot of online marketing professionals.
But here's the problem. The challenge to video marketers nowadays is that video
may have been the victim of its own success.

Youtube Authority
More than 1.9 billion users visit YouTube on a monthly basis and watch billions of
hours of videos every day, making YouTube the second most visited website in
the world.
Because of that YouTube has become a serious marketing platform where
businesses are given the opportunity to promote content in a truly visual and
highly engaging way.
If you aren’t taking advantage of YouTube for your business you are missing out
on marketing your company and growing your business.

X-Treme List Build Plugin
Start creating engagement with your new leads by making your landing page
memorable and enjoyable!
Just upload, click activate and you are ready to create unlimited awesome pages!
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